Vote for

McKenna Halvorson

Hometown: Minneapolis, Minnesota
Major: Psychology and Political Science
Email: mhalvors@uvm.edu

My goals

• ensure UVM provides equitable access to services for gender-based violence
• hold administration accountable for statements and policies that don’t support students
• push UVM to be more accessible for students including working elevators 24/7
• strengthen the relationship between students and administration

What were my SGA projects last year?

A low cost emergency contraception vending machine in the Davis Center.
Coming Fall 2024!!
Streamlining communication between SGA + Clubs

Why me?

• I will continue working to build a better relationship between SGA and club signers
• I believe in the importance of respectful discourse and the diversity of perspectives
• I believe in an equitable education for all
• I will foster a legitimate sense of inclusion on campus